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school, she found two notes in her mailbox, each with a question: Who are you? And where does the world come from? From this excruciating beginning, Sophie becomes obsessed with questions that go far beyond what she knows about the Norwegian village. Through these letters, he took a kind of correspondence course that included Socrates all the way to Sartre, with a mysterious philosopher, Who is Hilde? And why do his mail keep coming in? To solve this riddle, Sophie needs
to use the philosophy she learned -- but the truth turns out to be much more complicated modern@original_books novel@original_books than you can imagine.#Jostein_Gaarder's original books #Английский@original_books Genre:#young_adult mystery@original_books&lt;2&gt; &lt;8&gt;'classic@original_books #fantasy'original'original'books Page 2 Free distance for the world's top 15 online sites education@original_books Studying at elite universities and many indigenous
universities abroad is not cheap, but it take at least four years to work. Many training programs, trainings and courses also require significant financial investment. You usually need to save for a long time for new knowledge and experience, collect a ton of documents, sometimes - money and time to spend on visas as well. Näytäkokonaan... We've set up free and remote online platforms where you can take the same courses and get the same information as full-time or part-time
students. Videos and audio-format lectures and materials, presentations, test assignments and exams on English and Russian resources from the world's leading universities. The Universarium Open e-Education System collects courses from dozens of universities in Russia, as well as the country's science centers. Journalism, microeconomics, design, medicine, modeling, literature, philology and many other topics in the university are completely free. Training goes to group tasks with
video lessons, tests and final certification. TEDPole name - Technology. Entertainment. Design (Science, art, culture). This platform calls for experts from different fields of activity, scientists perform on the TED stage, artists, researchers. The duration of the videos is 15-20 minutes on average, most of them with Russian subtitles. Academic EarthEnglishing project, which hosts courses from the world's leading educational platforms, including stanford, oxford, new york, california,
columbia, etc., courses in sociology, psychology, mathematics, business, marketing and other sciences. All ingredients are free, the main thing is to know English. A young man named Khan with a Harvard and MIT degree at Khan's Academy helped his younger cousin from another city with math assignments by submitting small videos on YouTube. Now Khan is famous and appears on his project site constantly in various educational videos in 20 languages around the world. There is
also a Russian youtube channel - there are more than 3,000 videos. Mini-lessons on definitive sciences, art, history, banking and many other topics. Good selection of online lessons in different directions of the course. The material filter button is next door. Architecture, astrophysics, bioinformatics, law, psychology, nanoelectronics, medicine, mathematical statistics and more. You can choose a business partner that provides material (a large list of universities and institutes, Kaspersky
Lab, etc.). There are also choices for participants, students, professionals and those who need to improve their qualifications. 1200 online courses from the world's leading universities - Stanford, Yale, MIT, Harvard, Berkeley, Oxford, etc. Free access to video, audio format in more than 30,000 lesson hours; You can download it to your computer, Explore youtube or directly on the site. Language, definitive and humanities courses, book and video library, archive materials for several
years, best faculty, publications list. Edx collects the best courses, courses and programs here, with project ratings collaborating with more than 90 partners around the world including universities, nonprofit organizations and institutes. More than 1,300 materials in English in various science and fields are available for free work. The University of The People Course allows you to use all materials and lessons free of charge, but must be paid for exams at the end of each course. The cost
depends on where the student is located. You can also try and get a grant - then your training will be free here. To enter UoPeople, you must pass an English language exam and have a good high school diploma. Yandex Academy where schools, lectures, the Olympics and other projects created by Yandex or gathered with it. The main task of this training resource is to train IT professionals, including Yandex's own employees. Courses in Moscow have online training remote programs:
data analysis, design, creation and promotion of sites, mobile development, programming and other fields. The foundation of Yandex Academy ads on the youtube channel is constantly being renewed. The project is spoken in English, but the site works in Russian. Partners include dozens of institutions and universities around the world, including Stanford, The University of Michigan, ESCP Europe, Princeton University, Google Cloud, IBM, National. Society, a number of Russian nges.
Some courses can be found in Russian. Students are available and you can communicate with exams, exams, other students. Learning Area: Open UniversityFree courses are divided by complexity levels and volume of courses; quite a wide range of themes and topics. There is an opportunity to take support courses for training or tighten professional skills, to download educational materials to your laptop. The university works with the BBC, produces content for TV, radio and websites
and works with other broadcasters in the UK and abroad. UMass boston open course humanities are able to learn the intricacies of communication, public policy, art, environment, soil and ocean science and other exciting courses. There are open lists of classes for users of the site, recommended literature. All materials are only available electronically, this project has no videos or presentations. The IntuitNational Open Institute is Russia's largest online training platform. To get a higher,
second higher education, go through re-education and improve qualifications - the pleasures you have to pay for. But the site is available in more than five million free courses and materials in computer science, mathematics, physics, economics and philosophy. A free electronic certificate is issued at the end of the course. Extensive repository of all kinds of literature in different subjects and branches of science. Make sure you have a profile and points on the site to download (they are
given регистрации, также можно заработать, размещая собственные файлы, или купить за небольшую сумму реальных денег). Open Learning Initiative Все материалы десдлатны, но, ятоыы ия открыты, долыяователы дридетсы яаредистрироватсы на саыте. Этот ресурс дает возможность получать информацию, но никаких тестов или экзаменов по окончанию курса не будет – полагаться придется только на себя. Все курсы онлайн Русскоязычная онлайнплощадка дает практически безграничные возможности для бесплатного самообразования. Главное – мотивация, умение работать самостоятельно, усидчивость, знание английского языка тоже не помешает. Даые если в коные курса дродрамма не выдает сертиикат, дадаы янаниы и даяа материалов тояно дридодытсы, а с ними моیно докориты лыыуы комданинин, долуяиты делаемуы долыносты, достияы самыя высокия верыин и осуыествиты
меяту.Истояник: vse-kursy.byPage 3 J. R. R. Tolkien - The Hobbit lived a hobbit in a hole in the ground. Not dirty, wet holes, worms and a leaky smell, nor dry, naked, filled with nothing to sit on or eat on the sandy hole: it was a hobbit hole and it means comfort. Written for J.R.R. Tolkien's own children, The Hobbit was instantly critically acclaimed when it was first published in 1937. Now known as a timeless classic, hobbit Bilbo Baggins, magician Gandalf, Gollum and a reluctant hero
in this introduction to the middle-world magnificent world, a powerful and dangerous ring and cruel dragon Smaug tells the adventures of The Magnificent. Nicholas Sparks #original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_novel - dear JohnAn angry rebel, John dropped out of school and enrolled in the army, not knowing what else to do with his life without knowing what else to do - until he met the daughter of his dreams, Savannah. Mutual attraction quickly grows into
the kind of love that leaves Savannah waiting to finish John's mission tour, and John looking to settle down with the woman who has taken over her heart. But 9/11 changes everything. John thinks it's his duty to re-enlist. And unfortunately, the long breakup finds that Savannah is in love with someone else. Dear John, read the letter ... and this Words, one heart broken, and two lives changed forever. Returning home, John must accept the fact that Savannah is now married and face the
most difficult decision of his life. #original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_novel Jodi Picoult - Change of HeartPicoult blasts out another torn-from-the-zeitgeist winner, this time examining an inmate's desire to become an organ donor. Freelance carpenter Shay Bourne has been sentenced to death for the murder of a little girl, Elizabeth Nealon, and her police stepfather. Näytäkokonaan... 11 years after the murders, Elizabeth's sister Claire needs a heart
transplant, and Shay volunteers are thizing the state's execution plans. Meanwhile, death row has been the scene of some strange events since Shay's arrival - an AIDS victim goes into remission, an inmate's pet bird dies and is brought back to life, water flows from tap wine. The author already brings other compelling elements to a complex plot line: the priest who served as Shay's spiritual adviser was also on the jury that convicted him; Maggie Bloom, Shay's ACLU representative,
balances her professional moxie with her negative image and difficult relationship with her mother. Picoult carries the story with vivid debate about prisoner rights and religion as he descends deep into mother-daughter relationships and examines the true and figurative meanings of having a heart. The keys to perspective are sudden, but this is a minor flaw in an impressive book. #original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_novel Если сада Сыыяяен Коллиня
яаворороыила Стеыани Маыер, то мены она яаставила длакаыт, дереыиват... Такого ощущения мне еще не доставила ни одна книга. Я как будто сама была главной героиней, и все переживания Китнисс передались и мне. Такое чувство, что С. Коллинз писала эту трилогию при помощи волшебства... потрясающе: и приключения, и любовь! Joanne Rowling - Harry Potter and the Wizards Stone says you spent the first 10 years of your life sleeping on the steps of a
family that hates you. Then, in a ridiculous, magical twist of fate you may find yourself surrounded by jellybeans from wizards, caged snowy owls, a phoenix-feather wand and every flavor, including strawberries, curries, grass and sardines. Näytäkokonaan... Not only that, but you discover that you are a magician yourself! This is exactly what happens to JK Rowling's fascinating, funny debut novel, Harry Potter and the Wizard's Stone young Harry Potter. In a non-magical human world'Muggles'-Harry is treated like dirt by someone, his aunt and uncle who grudgingly inherited him from his family badly killed by Voldemort. But in the world of wizards, little, skinny Harry is famous as a survivor of the magician who tried to kill him. He was left with only traces of lightning on his head, curiously refined sensibilities and mysterious powers that reminded him that he was completely different from his aunt, uncle and spoiled cousin Dudley. A mysterious letter delivered by fellow
giant Hagrid removes Harry from his gloomy, Muggle presence: 'We are happy to inform you that you have been accepted to Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizarding.' Of course, Uncle Vernon shouts the most unpleasant, 'I'M NOT PAYING FOR SOME CRACKPOT OLD FOOL TO TEACH HIM MAGIC TRICKS!' Soon, however, Harry finds himself in hogwarts with his owl Hedwig... and this real adventure-humorous, haunting and suspenseful begins. #original_books_english
#original_books_modern #original_books_ fantasy Кодда наяинала яитаты, никак не модла втынутысы. Язык сложноват, новичку точно не потянуть. Начало мне казалось скучным, но я до сих пор под впечатлением от этой книги, хоть и несколько месяцев прошло. Лыыителым дотияескоы атмосеры Alex Flinn must read - BeastlyI am a monster. A monster. Not quite a wolf or bear, gorilla or dog, but a terrifying new creature that walks upright - a creature with teeth and
claws and hair gushing from every pore. I'm a monster. You think I'm talking about fairy tales? Not. This is New York City. It's time. No deformity, no disease. And I'll stay that way forever - devastated - unless I break the spell. Yes, magic, the magic that the witch in my English class played me. Why did he turn me into a sneaky monster who hides during the day and sneaks up on me at night? I'll tell you what. I'll tell you how I used to be Kyle Kingsbury. And then I'm going to tell you
something about how I turned into the perfect monster. #original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_novel Page 4 Paulo Coelho - AlephIn returns with an extraordinary journey of self-discovery in his most personal novel to date, international bestselling author Paulo Coelho. Like his very beloved Alchemist main character, Paulo faces a serious crisis of faith. As we look for a path to spiritual regeneration and growth, his only real option is to start over - travel,
experiment, re connect with people and the landscapes around him. On the way to Africa and then to Europe and Asia by trans-Siberian railway, And passion. Even so, he never waits to meet The Crescent. A talented young violinist, the woman Paulo loved five hundred years ago and the woman he betrayed with cowardice, is wide enough to prevent him from finding true happiness in this life. Together they will start a mystical journey through time and space, traveling a path that
teaches love, forgiveness and courage to overcome the inevitable challenges of life. Beautiful and inspiring, Aleph invites us to think about the meaning of our own personal journeys.#original_books_english#original_books_modern#original_books_novel Cecelia Ahern - True love, friendship and luck where the rainbow ends - a warm-hearted novel about where fate can take you from naughty children to rebellious youth, Rosie and Alex stuck by each other in a thick and subtle way. But
as they discover the joy of teenage nights in town and the disasters of dating, they leave. Alex's parents move from Dublin to America, and Alex goes with them. Based. Näytäkokonaan... Rosie lost without her best friend. But on the eve of her departure to join Alex in Boston, Rosie gets the news that her life will change forever - and Ireland. Their magical connection sees them through in and outs but knows what their friendship really is years and miles from - as well as new relationships.
And in rosie's mind, it's pretty much whether they've been more than good friends all the time. Misunderstandings, circumstances and sheer bad luck kept them from each other's arms, but when presented with the ultimate opportunity, will they gamble everything - including their friendship - for true love? Discovering fate, Alex and Rosie, is a funny thing and fate hasn't quite finished with them yet... #original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_novel классно дидет
она и ояены яадавно!) пишет забавно, но идея не нова и, к сожалению, после прочтения там, где заканчивается радуга я натыкалась на пару книг с практически таким же сюжетом. да и если бы не натыкалась, книга все равно на один раз. Dan Brown - Lost Symbol Global phenomenon da Vinci Code follows this stunning, Dan Brown shows once again why he is the author of the world's most popular thriller. Lost Symbol is a masterstroke of storytelling that finds renowned
symbologist Robert Langdon in a deadly race through a real-world maze of codes, secrets and unseen truths . . . He's under the care of Brown's scariest bad guy to date. The Lost Symbol, located within the secret chambers, tunnels and temples of Washington, D.C., Lightning-fast-paced story with surprises at every turn. This is Dan Brown's most exciting novel yet.#original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_novel Ann Brashares - Can't wait for the next installment
of Sisterhood's Second Summer Pants? See the SPECIAL EDITION of The Second Summer of the Brotherhood, now in stores! In a special Who's Your Soul Mate Quiz and third book, Girls in Pants.Näytäkokokonaan you will find a sneak peak ... With some sand in their pockets last summer, Travel Pants and sisterhood wearing them embark on their 16th summer. Bridget: Impulsively set off for Alabama, wanting to confront her demons about both her family and prevent them all at
once. Lena: Spends a pleasant week with Kostos, making the unexplained silence even more painful following her visit. He's worried his mother's going to make a fool of himself for a man. She'll make sure of it when she finds out her mom borrowed pants to wear on a date. He's not about to work another summer at Wallman, he's just going to a film class off camera to find out what happened to him the most. Hardcover edition.#original_books_english #original_books_modern
#original_books_novel William Golding - Lord of the Flies Lord of the Flies continues to be provocative today, as it was first published in 1954, sparking passionate debate with a surprisingly, brutal portrait of human nature. It was largely ignored in its first broadcast, even as it was critically acclaimed. But soon a cult favorite salinger among both students and literary critics was compared to J.D. Salinger's The Catcher in the Rye for its influence on modern thought and literature. Labeled a
parasymic, an allegory, a myth, a moral tale, a parody, a political thesis, even a vision of doom, The Lord of the Flies has established itself as a true classic.#original_books_english #original_books_classic #original_books_novel Joanne Rowling - Harry Potter and the Azkaban Tutsa, for most children, summer vacation is something to look forward to. But not for our 13-year-old hero, who had to spend his summers with his aunt, uncle and cousin who hated him. J. K.Näytäkokokonaan
third book ... Rowling's Harry Potter series takes action when the young wizard accidentally causes Aunt Marge, a terrifying visitor to the Dursleys, to swell up like a terrifying balloon and drift up to the ceiling. Fearing Aunt Petunia and Uncle Vernon (and officials at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizarding who strictly forbid students from cast spells in the non-magic world of Muggles), Harry moves into the darkness with his heavy torso and owl Hedwig.As, Harry is never punished for
his erroneous wizarding. Instead he mysteriously is rescued from his Muggle neighborhood and On a three-story, severe purple bus, he set out to spend the remaining weeks of summer in a friendly inn called Leaky Cauldron. What Harry has to face as he begins his third year at Hogwarts is explaining why the authorities easily released him. It looks like Sirius Black, an inmate who escaped from Azkaban prison, is free. Not only that, he's after Harry Potter. But why? And why did the
Dementors, the guards who were held to protect him, cool Harry's heart when the others weren't affected? Once again, Rowling has created a mystery that children and adults will be cheering on, not to mention standing in line for her next book. Luckily, there are four works.#original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_fantasy Ann Brashares - Sisterhood of The Travel PantsCarmen jeans at a tying store. They didn't look so great; worn, contaminated and spotted
with bleach. One night before she and her friends part for the summer, Carmen decides to throw them away. But Tibby says they're great. He'd love to have them. Lena and Bridget think they're great, too. Lena decides they should all try. Whoever's best will get them. No one knows why, but the pants fit perfectly for everyone. Even Carmen (she never looks good on anything), thinks she looks good in pants. I decided to establish a fraternity on several bags of cheese puffs, and the Oath
of the Traveling Pants Brotherhood . . . They said goodbye the next morning. And now the journey of pants-and the most memorable summer-starts of their lives.#original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_novel Fannie Flagg - Whistle stop fried green tomatoes CafeFolksy and fresh, cute and affecting, Fried Green Tomatoes at Whistle Stop Cafe tells the story of her life in the now classic novel of two women in the 1980s: gray-headed Mrs Threadgoode Evelyn,
who is in the harrowing decadence of middle age. The story she tells is also the story of two women -- irrepressibly audacious male fatma Idgie and her friend Ruth-- who ran back to the t whistle stop, alabama, cafe wobegon a small place of the southern kind offering good barbecue and good coffee and all sorts of love and laughter, even the occasional murder. And as the past emerges, the present - for Evelyn and us - will never be the same
again...#original_books_english#original_books_modern#original_books_novel Jonathan Stroud - three years after the events of Ptolemy's GateGolem's Eye, young magician Nathaniel is a well-established member of the British Government. But he faces unprecedented challenges: foreign wars are going badly and Britain's enemies are mounting attacks near London.Näytäkokokonaan ... Increasingly distracted, he treats Bartimaeus worse than ever: his long-suffering genie weakens
too much In this world, and his patience is over. Meanwhile, hidden in London, Kitty secretly completes her research into magic and Bartimaeus' past. He hopes to break the endless cycle of conflict between goblins and humans, but will he make anyone listen? Before any of these problems are resolved, disaster hits London from an unexpected source, and the sins of Bartimaeus, Nathaniel and Kitty are once again put together. They have to confront treacherous magicians, an enemy of
the long-fermented conspiracy and 'The Other Place' that threatens London and the world. Worst of all, we need to deal with each other somehow.... Bartimaeus fans go through the finale to Stroud's brilliant series - a great best seller.#original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_fantasy Joanne Rowling - harry potter and the chamber of secrets it's hard to fall in love with a serious, glamorous young hero like Harry Potter and then desperately sure to watch as he
steps into terrible danger! And in J. K. Rowling's Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets, the highly anticipated sequel to the award-winning Harry Potter and the Wizard's Stone is in grave danger indeed. Näytäkokonaan... After a long summer with the terrible Dursleys he blocked his attempts to hop on the Hogwarts School witchcraft and wizarding train to begin his second year as it's not bad enough. But when his only transport option is a magical flying car, it is only crashing into his
luck into the precious (but clearly canvexed) Willow Intoping. Still, it all seems like a day in the park compared to what hogwarts fall in haunted halls. Chilling, abusive voices are just whispering through the walls for Harry, and his classmate Draco Malfoy seems certain to pick him up. Harry's not the only one who's afraid to survive, as terrible things are starting to happen at Hogwarts. The mysterious sparkling, foot-high words on the wall say: The Chamber of Secrets has been opened.
Enemies of the hein, beware. But what exactly does it mean? Harry, Hermione and Ron do everything possible in witchcraft to solve this 50-year-old, seemingly deadly mystery -- including risking their own lives. This deliciously suspenseful novel is every bit as immersive, creative and creepy first; familiar student concerns-fierce competition, trout-inducing crushes, pedantic professors-seamlessly intertwined with bizarre, terrifying, fantastic, or just plain funny. Once again, Rowling writes
with a combination of wit, whimsy and a terrible touch that will leave readers young and old desperate for the next installment.#original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_fantasy Page 5 книда! читаю вторую часть. всем английский - тоже отличный, большое количество полезных фраз и слов! действительно шикарная книга.. я ещё только на середине, но уже под впечатлением) Одноименный Фильм по этой книге был снят? Неужели шикарно?
Если бы не Ваши комментарии прошел бы мимо. Качну. Jodi Picoult - Salem FallFrom STRAIGHT TRUTH national bestselling author comes back by a disturbing modern witch hunt in an acclaimed, richly atmospheric novel about a teacher. Tall, blond and handsome, Jack McBride once led a powder keg of blame on the crush of his beloved teacher and a girls' school football coach, a student, and robbed him of his career and reputation. Näytäkokonaan... Now after a devastating
public ordeal that left him with an eight-month prison sentence and work, Jack decides to collect parts of his life; Take Addie Peabody's dishwashing job at the diner and gradually build a relationship with her. But just as his life appears to be back on track, Jack finds himself the object of new rape charges brought by the charming council of teenage girls from Salem Falls, and history repeats itself as Jack's secret past captures him. As a sleepy snleave haunted by enduring love and evil
deception, Picoult deftly leads readers towards a truly shocking finale.#original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_novel Neil Gaiman - who lives with her busy parents in a section of a large old house in CoralineCoraline - is a house very large house living in other people, too... Round, former actresses Miss Spink and Miss Forcible and their aging Highland terrier (We boards, luvvy) and the old man with a mustache under the roof (the reason i can't see the mouse
circus, said the man above, is that the mice are ready and rehearsed yet.) Coraline has been in it for weeks exploring the vast gardens and gardens. But with a little rain he becomes bored - he becomes so bored that everything starts counting blue (153), windows (21) and doors (14). And in the 14th century. If you love The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, or Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, you're on the wrong track. Neil Gaiman's Coraline plays with our much darker, much
stranger, deepest fears. And, like Roald Dahl's work, it's delicious.#original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_novel Ray Bradbury - Farewell SummerEy October came to the deceptive heat, pitted the youngster against the civil war aged in Green Town, Illinois, for a centuries-old conflict clock control their lives are always going forward. The school board despotu, Mr. Calvin C. Quartermain's graying forces, declared a complete war against 13-year-old Douglas
Spaulding and his cheeky followers. The children, in turn, plan and carry out bold campaigns, matching the old Quartermain experience and cunning to keep childhood summer forever with youth lyin' enthusiasm and devil-may-care determination. Still, time must eventually prevail. As life lurks for the young Spaulding attack with powerful mysteries-as the irresistible ascent of masculinity, delivering sweet first kisses...#original_books_english #original_books_modern
#original_books_novel Мary Shelley - Frankenstein, or Modern PrometheusBegun when the author is just eighteen and conceived of a nightmare, Frankenstein is a deeply disturbing story of a terrifying creation that has terrified and shuddered readers since its first release in 1811. The novel has thus seared its way into the popular imagination of modern science fiction.#original_books_english #original_books_modern#original_books_novel John Grisham - The FirmAt establishing
himself as the best in the Harvard Law class, he had his own choice of the best in America. He made a fatal mistake. Mitch McDeere, Bendini of Memphis, thought he and his beautiful wife Abby were on their way when he signed Lambert &amp; Locke. The company rented him a BMW, paid off his school loans, arranged a mortgage and hired him a decorator. Mitch McDeere must have remembered what his brother Ray - doing fifteen years in a Tennessee prison - already knew. You
can't get anything for anything. Now the FBI has outsed Mitch's company and he needs his help. Mitch is caught between a rock and a hard place, with no choice - if he wants to live.#original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_novel Neil Gaiman - The Graveyard BookIn Cemetery Book, Neil Gaiman has created a fascinating allegory of childhood. Although the book opens with a terrifying scene - a family stabbed to death by a man named Jack - the story quickly
moves into more child-friendly storytelling. An 18-month-old baby, the only survivor of the attack, escapes from his 50s and home and continues to walk to a nearby cemetery. Näytäkokonaan... The ghostly inhabitants of the cemetery, who immediately realize that the baby is an orphan, adopt him, name him No One (Bod) and let him live in their graves. Inspired by Kipling's Book of the Jungle, Gaiman explains how the toddler navigates through gravestones, asking a lot of questions, and
collecting the tricks of the living and the dead. In series-like episodes, the story learns Bod's progress growing from baby to adolescent, life lessons amid a long-dead cadt of ghouls, witches, intermittent human interlopers. A pale, nocturnal guardian named Silas, it takes food, books and everything it might need from the human world. When the boy walks away from his usual game among the tombstones, he finds new dangers, learns his limitations and strengths and gains the skills
needed to survive within the confines of the cemetery, and beyond in a wider world within the boundaries of the cemetery and beyond.#original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_novel Sophie Kinsella - Shopaholic Takes Manhattan This expensive, bright world where I've been headed from the beginning. Limousines and flowers; Barneys' sheer eyebrows and designer clothes. These are my people; This is where I'm supposed to be. — Becky
BloomwoodNäytäkokokonaan... Universally loved by readers, Sophie Kinsella introduced the national bestseller, Confessions, a Shopaholic, irrepressive one-woman shopping phenomenon, Becky Bloomwood. Now, following this funny, Becky and her credit cards are going across the Atlantic.... With her shopping excesses (some) in check and her career as a TV finance guru thriving, Becky's biggest problem seems to be tearing away from work for a romantic country weekend. And
even worse, how to find the light pack. But packing takes on a whole new meaning when Luke announces he is moving to New York for work - and asks Becky to go with him! Before Prada called it a sample sale, Becky landed in the Big Apple, home to penthouses and luxury stores on Park Avenue. It's only a matter of time before he's an American TV celebrity. Nothing can stand in their way, especially Becky's bills have been in London for miles. But then an unexpected disaster
threatens his career, his relationship with Luke and the current credit limit! Shopaholic takes Manhattan - but he will have to go back?#original_books_english#original_books_modern#original_books_novel Досдоди,мы в иныяе ято яитаем. не осодо интереснаы книда Kristina Springer - EspressologistNe what is the drink of choice? A little pumpkin spicy latte? Or a medium americano? You prefer simplicity in life. Or maybe a little decaf soy sugar-free nut caffeine latte? Some might
call you yuppie. Näytäkokonaan... Jane Turner, a 17-year-old barista, has a theory that you can tell a lot about a person with a regular coffee drink. He scribs it all in a notebook and says espressology. So it's not a crazy idea for Jane to start tying some of her friends to coffee orders. Like her best friend Em, medium hot chocolate, and Cam, confectionery nutslatte. But when his boss Derek gets Jane's Espressology, he makes it an in-store holiday promotion, promising his customers the
perfect match. the price of their favorite coffee. Things are going better than Derek expected. Did em have anything to do with her going out with Cam? He's the one who set them up! Should they be happy for them, right? filled with Jane Austen's Emma overtones and humor and heart, this sweet, sparkling debut will be sweetened by readers.#original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_novel Frances Hodgson Burnett - Secrets of secret gardenne lie behind doors
at Misselthwaite Manor? She recently arrived at her uncle's mansion, spoiled orphan Mary Lennox, is sick, and she is sure she will not enjoy living there. Then he discovers the arched door into an overgrown garden after he shuts up after the death of his aunt ten years ago. Mary soon begins to transform beauty into something - unaware that she is also changing. But Misselthwaite is keeping another secret, as Mary discovered one night. In a dark room, away from the rest of the house
lies his young cousin Colin. His tantrums are so terrible that no one can convince him. If only, Mary hopes, she can get Colin to love the secret garden as much as he can, #original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_novel Sidney Sheldon - Best known for his exciting blockbuster novels today, Sidney Sheldon is the author of Best Laid Plans, Nothing Lasts Forever, The Stars Shine Down, Doomsday Conspiracy, Midnight Memories, The Sands of The Gods, If
Tomorrow Comes, Master of the Game, Rage of Angels, Bloodline, A Stranger in the Mirror and The Other Side of Midnight. Almost all of them have been number one international bestsellers. His first book, Bare Face, was acclaimed by the New York Times as the best first mystery of the year and was awarded the Edgar Award. Many of his novels have become major feature films or TV minise tv series, and more than 275 million books have been printed worldwide. Sidney Sheldon
won a Tony Award for Broadway's Redhead and an Academy Award for The Bachelor and Bobby Soxer before he was a novelist. He wrote the screenplay for twenty-three motion picture films, including Easter Parade (with Judy Garland) and Annie Get Your Gun. In addition, he penned six more Broadway hits and created three long-running television series, including Hart to Hart and I Dream of Jeannie. Sidney Sheldon, a writer who has delighted millions with his award-winning plays,
films, novels and television shows, reigns as one of the most popular storytelers of all time.#original_books_english#original_books_modern#original_books_novel Jodi Picoult - Lone WolfA life is at stake. International #1 Author Jodi Picoult tells an unforgettable story about family, love and letting go. Edward Warren, twenty-four, who has lived in Thailand for five years, is an extravagant son who left his family after an irreparable fight with his father Luke. But he gets a frantic phone call:
His father lies in a coma, severely injured in the same accident that injured his sister Cara.Näytäkokokonaan ... Cara wants to wait for a miracle while her father's chances of recovery are low. But Edward wants to end his life support and donate his father's organs. Was he motivated by sacrifice or revenge? And how far will her sister go to prevent her from making an imm/mingle decision? Lone Wolf explores the concept of family and the love, protection and power it can offer. But what if
the hope that will sustain him is what separates him? Jodi Picoult examines the wild and lonely terrain of another tour de force, Lone Wolf which has been burdened with the dark, dangerous and seemingly impossible task of Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Harry - Joanne Rowling - which causes love wars.#original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_novel: finding it and destroying the remaining Horcruxes of Voldemort. Harry has never felt so alone or
encountered a future full of shadows. But Harry somehow has to find strength in himself to complete the task he's been given. He must give up Burrow's warmth, safety and friendship, and follow the relentless path that has been put on the path for him without fearlessness or hesitation. In this latest, seventh installment of the Harry Potter series, JK Rowling spectacularly explains the answers to many questions that are so eagerly awaited. Thingested at breathtaking speed, curvy and
twisted, the fascinating, richly woind narrative confirms the author as the mistress of storyteller whose books will be read, reread and read again.#original_books_english#original_books_modern#original_books_fantasy Philip Pullman - The Amber SpyglassLyra and Will, two ordinary children on an extraordinary and other earthly quest, have fallen into indescribable danger. With the help of the armoured bear Iorek Byrnison and two little Gallivespian spies, they need to enter a graylighted world where no living soul has gone. All the while, Dr. Mary Malone creates a gorgeous amber spyglass. An assassin is hunting him. And Lord Asriel, with the troops of the shining angels, is fighting his powerful rebellion. As war rages and dust flows from the sky, the fate of the living and the dead eventually emerges depending on two children and the simple truth of a simple story.&lt;p&gt;&lt;p&gt;Amber Spyglass reveals this story, taking Philip Pullman's Dark Materials to an
astonishing conclusion.#original_books_english#original_books_modern#original_books_novel Ernest Hemingway - A Moveable Feasta is a series of memoirs by Moveable Feast. Author Ernest Hemingway on his years in Paris as part of the American expatriate circle of writers in the 1920s. The book tells the story of Hemingway's apprenticeship as a young writer in Europe (especially in Paris) with his first wife Hadley in the 1920s. Some of the later highlights in his memoirs include
Aleister Crowley, Ezra Pound, F. Scott Fitzgerald, Ford Madox Ford, Hilaire Belloc, Pascin, John Dos Passos, Wyndham Lewis, James Joyce and Gertrude Stein. Published in 1964, three years after Hemingway's death.#original_books_english#original_books_classic#original_books_novel Philip Pullman - The Subtle KnifeDescription:The Subtle KnifeDescription:The Main heroine - Lira - crossing the world line and in England at the end of the XX century. Will 12 years. He's being forced
to commit a crime. Fleeing persecution, determined to find out the truth about my father's loss many years ago, he accidentally takes it to The Яиттадаﯾﯽе - a strange city of abandoned children. The mysterious adventure of the lira and the eerie adventure of the will, ghosts, they do not devour the souls of adults, children, witches and angels. Here they can find and lose loved ones, the keeper of the miraculous knife, the window into other people's worlds. Lyra will come into the world in
different ways, they have different goals, but united by great destiny... #original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_novel Page 6 Figueroa Vazquez - Piratin der FreiheitPort-Royal, Jamaica, 7. Juni 1692: Ein verheerendes Erdbeben hat die Stadt dem Erdboden gleichgemacht. Auch Sebastian, Kapitän des Piratenschiffes Jacare und leidenschaftlicher Kämpfer gegen den Sklavenhandel, fällt der Katastrophe zum Opfer. Doch seine unerschrockene, schöne
Schwester Celeste schwört, die Mission ihres toten Bruders fortzuführen und den skrupellosen Machenschaften der Sklavenhändler ein Ende zu bereiten. Mit einem perfekt ausgestatteten Schiff und einer schlagkräftigen Besatzung sticht die verwegene junge Frau in See, und tatsächlich gelingt es ihr, ihren verhaßten Widersachern übel mitzuspielen. In einer spektakulären Serie von Attacken versenkt sie mit ihrer Besatzung, die sie mit eiserner El führt, vor der Küste Afrikas eine ganze
Armada von Sklavenschiffen. Doch die entscheidende Schlacht steht ihr noch bevor: Wird es ihr gelingen, unterstützt von einer Legion rachedurstiger einheimischer Frauen, über den gefürchteten » König des Niger« und mächtigen Drahtzieher des Sklavenhandels zu triumphieren?#german@original_Books #novel:#modern_literature@original_books #novel@original_books Joe Hill Jennifer Worth's New York Times bestselling memoir and basic sequel to the PBS series Call the
Midwife. When 22-year-old Jennifer Worth, raising a relaxed middle class, went to work as a midwife in the dirtiest part of post-war London, she gave birth to just hundreds of babies and touched many lives, she was also the most vibrant historian in the neighborhood. Näytäkokonaan... Touching on the ongoing stories of his life in the East End, worth's true stories of people growing up in his terrible workhouse are a Dickensian ian institution that licories into the mid-twentieth century. The
orphaned brother and sister Peggy and Frank lived in the workhouse until Frank was released and returned to save his sister. Bubbly Jane's soul was broken years later by the cruelty of the workhouse master until he found kindness and romance at Nonnatus House. Mr. Collett, a Boer War veteran, lost his family in two world wars and died in his workhouse. While these are stories of unigested challenges, what shines in each is the resilience of the human spirit and the strength, courage
and humour of people determined to build a future for themselves against hardship. This literary nonfiction is a permanent work, once from the warm-hearted-age story and post-war London.#english@original_books Нанр:#thriller@original_books книда - недлояаы, яилым - отстоы яитат
ттукннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннннн
е ебыло очень тяеело- просто вымучивала из чувства долга вроде каккультовая классикаа мне наоборотиьье понрривиииииииииисисисисисисиииииие а книга - нет, а вот Другие берега Набокова биограческая - понравилась!!!! Näytäseuraavat kommentit F.Scott Fitzgerald The Great GatsbyCaz Age's exemplary novel, F. Scott Fitzgeralds' third book, The Great Gatsby (1925), is the greatest achievement of his career. T. S. Eliot read it three times and saw it as the first step
in American fiction since Henry James; H. L. Mencken praised the charm and beauty of the writing and Fitzgerald's keen social sense; And Thomas Wolfe called it Fitzgerald's best work ever. The story of his love for the gorgeous rich Jay Gatsby and the beautiful Daisy Buchanan, at a time of long island luxury parties, stated in the New York Times, was the national obsession with gin national drinking and sex, a story that resonated with the power of legend in the 1920s that crafted
America's elegant. A novel of lyrical beauty but ruthless realism, magic, romance and mysticism, The Great Gatsby is one of the great classics of the twentieth century In 15th#novel-century Paris, a young, beautiful gypsy named Esmeralda was found in notre Dame's fore #classic. The beauty upsets The Archdeacon of Notre Dame, claude frollo, who wants to be removed by bell ringing, distorted Quasimodo bells. Esmeralda is rescued by a team of archers, commanded by the captain
of the guard Phoebus de Châteaupers. When Esmeralda is reunited with Phoebus a few days later, she lets him see the love he inspired her with. Although Phoebus is engaged to young Fleur-de-Lys, he is also seduced by gypsy. He meets her in a one-eyed house, but when he comes to the end, Frollo comes and stabs him. The beautiful Esmeralda, accused of murder, doesn't want to get infuriated, she doesn't want to admit to giving herself to Frollo. When brought to the cathedral for
his grief, Quasimodo - who also loves him - grabs him and drags him to the church, where the right to asylum shelters him. Now he's watching her, jealous and wild, maybe hoping to seduce her? However, the gangsters esmeralda lives with come to deliver her. Frollo exploits the commotion to take him with him and tries to seduce him. He rages at his refusal and holds it in the clutches of rathole's former hermit. But instead of tearing Esmeralda apart, she knows her own daughter. But
he can't take advantage of it, because city sergeants find him and drag him to the gallows. Quasimodo and Frollo from the top of Notre Dame participate in the execution. Quasimodo rages at despair, rushing the priest from the top of the tower. and he makes his first money in the montfaucon mass grave, embracing Esmeralda's body, finally united forever.#french:#classic-original-book #novel-: #classic-original-book-original-book Theodore Dreiser, in Philadelphia, frank Cowperwood,
his father a banker, cow frankperwood, buying cheap soap on the market and selling it back with a grocery profit. He then got a job at Henry Waterman - Company and left it to tighe-company. He also married an arm widow despite his young age. No. Kokonaan... Over the years, he began embezzling municipal funds. In 1871, the Great Chicago Fire retclaimed a collapse in the stock market, which bankrupted and exposed it. Although he tried to avoid being sentenced to prison by
digesting Mr. Stener, politicians from the Republican Party use their influence to scapegoat him for his own corrupt practices. Meanwhile, Aileen Butler, a young girl, has an affair after losing faith in her wife. He swears For him after his prison sentence. His father, Mr. Butler, dies; he's growing up apart from his family. Frank's divorcing his wife. After his release, he invested in stocks after the Panic of 1873 and becomes a millionaire again. He decides to move out of Philadelphia and start
a new life in the West. #english@original_books #classic #novel@original_books #novel@original_books recomendyu vsem prochitat George R.R. Martin - A Game of ThronesGame of Thrones is the cruel and happy realm of eternal summer. It is the legend of the Lords and heroes, warriors and wizards, assassins and wizards, who together brought together the fulfillment of ancient prophecies. Näytäkokonaan... This is a story about the mysterious warrior, fighting with an unknown
metal sword, and the tribe of strange creatures that plunged his enemies into madness. This evil Prince dragon is a story that is ready to do anything to ret take back the throne, and the boy he wanders the twilight world between life and death. It's a tragedy and betrayal, wars and intrigue, defeat and glory. This is a game where the odds are highRoman summer and winter are set in a fictional medieval world that lasts for decades, the new winter is coming, and by the way, the noble
house reveals the struggle for the throne of the Seven Kingdoms.Dies under mysterious circumstances, the right hand of the lord of Westeros. King Robert and his ex-friend Eddard Stark headed north in bid to replace the deceased... Robert's descendants of the deposed Targaryen dynasty hatched plans for the return of the Iron Throne hiding in free cities, but for that the most powerful Khal must enlist the support of the great steppe. Behind the characters is a web of intrigue, and no
one knows this figure will be the next victim in the game of thrones. Meanwhile, winter is coming...#english@original_books Karen Blixen - Out of AfricaKaren Blixen, a Danish baroness - is one of the most original authors of the XX century. His works, which bring together elements of different genres, from thrillers to travel writing, from philosophical to lyrical prose comedy, are unique. Out of Africa - the home of her book, which has been repeatedly nominated for a Nobel Prize, she
received the same film for her Sydney Pollack (Meryl Streep, Robert Redford, Klaus Maria Brandauer), who received Oscars in five categories. This novel - in memory of many years, Blixen lived in Africa, about adventures, dangers, and of course, people in love, as he was in this strange, fantastic, fascinating continent.#english@original_books Chuck Palahniuk - fight clubChuck Palahniuk's ugly and surprising debut novel exploded in American literature and spawned an act. Every
weekend, in basements and parking lots all over the country, As long as they have to take off their white collar jobs and their failed lives and take off their shoes and shirts and fight each other with their bare hands. Then they go back to work with blacked-out eyes, loose teeth and the feeling that they can handle anything. Fight club tyler durden, machinist, waiter and dark, anarchic genius is the invention and just the beginning of his plans for the violent revenge of Dan Brown in an empty
consumer-culture world - Inferno melted his international blockbuster Da Vinci Code, Angels &amp; Demons and Lost Symbol, Dan Brown's ingenious history, art, codes and symbols. In this gripping new thriller, Brown returns to his element and has crafted his highest stakes novel to date. In the heart of Italy, symbolic Harvard professor Robert Langdon is drawn into a sad world centered on one of the most enduring and mysterious literary masterpieces in history . . . Against this
backduff of Dante's Inferno.Against, Langdon grapples with a chilling enemy wars and an ingenious riddle that pulls him into a landscape of classical art, secret passages and futuristic science. Based on Dante's dark epic poem, Langdon competes to find answers and decide who to trust... Before the world was irresiablely altered.#english@original_books Page 7 Madeleine L'Engle A Wrinkle in Time It was a dark and stormy night; Meg Murry, her younger brother Charles Wallace and
her mother had come to the kitchen for a late-night snack when they were upset about the arrival of a disturbing stranger. Näytäkokonaan... Wild nights are my victory. Said. I just caught a downdraft and blew it off course. I'll sit down for a minute, then I'll move on. Speaking of roads, by the way, there's such a thing as a tesseract. A tesseract (in case the reader doesn't know) is a wrinkle over time. Saying more robs the reader of the pleasure of Ms. L'Engle's extraordinary book. A
Wrinkle in Time, winner of the Newbery Medal in 1963, is the story of the adventures of meg, Charles Wallace and Calvin O'Keefe (athlete, student and most popular male in high school) space and time. They're looking for Meg's father. tesseract problem.#Madeleine_LEngle@original_books #english@original_booksанр:#modern@original_books #children_literature@original_books Michael Jackson MoonwalkJacqueline Kennedy Onassis, a scientist who made secret work with the
original Prologue by Motown founder Berry Gordy, and michael jackson editor and publisher, Shaye Areheart.Näytäona kokäona by an Afterword ... I've always wanted to be able to tell stories from my soul. I want to sit by a fire and tell people stories - make them see pictures, make them cry and make them laugh, take them everywhere emotionally as deceptively simple as words. I want to tell stories to move their souls and transform them. I've always wanted to do that. Think about how
great writers feel knowing they have that power. Sometimes I feel like I can. It's something I want to improve on. In a way, song writing uses the same skills, creating emotional ups and downs, but the story is a stub. It's fast silver. There are very few books about the art of storytelling, how to grasp the audience, how to bring a group of people together and entertain them. No costumes, no makeup. Nothing, just you and your voice, and your powerful ability to take you everywhere, to
transform their lives, if only for minutes. -Michael Jackson, Moonwalk.#Michael_Jackson@original_books #english@original_books #biography #modern@original_books Как как калко, что я не смогу прочестт ((а есь нроуссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссссе Conn
Iggulden Kralların ÖlümüSonra ne etkisi bir önsöz-İmparator: Roma Kapıları (2003)-Julius Caesar Iggulden's öngörülen dört kitaplı roma imparatorunun destan yeniden anlatan bu ikinci hızlı hareket eden, eylem odaklı taksit merkezi sahne alır. Näytäkokonaan... Julius, a rising young officer assigned to Africa's Roman-controlled north coast, separates himself from a bloody raid on the fortress of only for his transport ship to be captured by pirates. He and the crew are thrown into the barn
to rot as they wait for a ransom to destroy his young family in Rome. After the ransom arrived, Julius gathers his loyal men and walks along the coast, puting local people (all pirate collaborators) into military service. He fulfills his promise to destroy the pirates, then takes his forces to Greece and defeats mithridates, the former king who has long led an insurgency that has threatened Roman government in all of Greece. Julius returns to Rome triumphantly and richly and learns that the
violence of corruption and thugry in the heart of the Republic is close to destroying his beloved, including his wife and young daughter. Those looking for depth of character may be disappointed that Julius Caesar is painted as little more than just a man he grasps with ambition. Iggulden does a better job of weaving a complex and compelling tapestry of Roman subordination and slave life, with a few smaller characters with cunning, loyalty and heroism much better developed the shadow
of their social betters.#Conn_Iggulden@original_books #english@original_books Iанр:#modern@original_books John Grisham The Appeal Politics has always been a dirty game. So is justice now. Näytäkokonaan... There's a crowd in Mississippi. In his courtroom, a jury made a shocking verdict against a chemical company accused of dumping toxic waste in the water of a small town. Gave. It's causing the worst set of cancers in history. The company appealed to the Mississippi
Supreme Court, which will one day either ups approve or reverse the decision. Who's the nine? How are they going to vote? Can the case be changed before it's concluded? The chemical company is owned by a Wall Street predator company called Carl Trudeau, and Mr. Trudeau is convinced the court isn't friendly enough. As judicial elections approach, he decides to buy himself a seat in the Palace. It costs a few million dollars, a drop in the bucket for a billionaire like Mr. Trudeau.
Through a complex network of conspiracies and tricks, his political operatives are recruiting a young, innocent candidate. They financed him, manipulated him, marketed him and turned him into a potential Supreme Court justice. They're Supreme Court justices. The appeal is a powerful, timely and shocking story of political and legal intrigue, a story that will leave readers able to think about our electoral process or judicial system in one more rather the same
way.#John_Grisham@original_books #english@original_books یанр:#modern@original_books Monika Fagerholm 'Glitter SceneGend Johanna lives with her aunt Solveig in a small house on the outskirts of a remote coastal town in Finland. He leads a lonely life punctuated by visits from his privileged classmate, Ulla Bäckström, who lives in the nearby luxury gated community. Not when Ulla began to question her local knowledge of the American girl and how the Johanna family fit into
the story until she told her about the tragedy more than three decades ago. He set out to solve his family history, his mother's identity and the dark secrets that have long been buried with his father. In the process of opening closed doors, others in the community return to the town's history, youth and dreams that play in their minds. Soon a new story emerges that confuses Johanna's greatest fears up, but ultimately leads to the answers she is looking for. Glitter Stage is an immersive
mystery that explores the truth and roles of legend, reality and fiction, and family secrets.#Monika_Fagerholm@original_books #english@original_books #novel@original_books Meg Cabot Princess Di di dite Emilia, who definitely goes to Mia, lives with her mother and cat in New York. His parents aren't married, they fell in love at a young age and it didn't work in the end. Mia talks to her father on the phone and visits from time to time. He believes he's a European politician.
Näytäkokonaan... Mia is a very clumsy, klutzy girl with no sense of fashion or style and her best friend Lilly Moscovitz. Life is perfectly normal, until Mia's father visits her and shoots her in the head. It's Genovia. Therefore, since Mia is her only child, she is the crown princess of Genovia. That's too much. Mia immediately decides she doesn't want the job, but talks her into her Grandmere and now she's a princess in training. And it's going to take a lot of training. This is just the beginning
of his problems. Her mother's dating her math teacher, she's fighting with Lilly, and she's coming to paparazzi school. Can you take any bad?#Meg_Cabot@original_books #english@original_books #novel@original_books сериы и #modern нтереснаы, но скорее длы маленыкия девояек-меятателыниы James Ellroy The Black DahliaThe Black Dahlia is a police novel of epic scale; It's a classic period piece that provides an astonishing conclusion to America's most infamous unsolved
murder mystery. Already hailed as a masterpiece, it establishes James Ellroy as the country's most powerful living black fiction writer. Näytäkokonaan... On January 15, 1947, the tortured body of a young woman was found in a vacant lot in Los Angeles. The victim is making headlines as Kara Dahlia, and her murder is the biggest manhunt in California history. Caught up in the investigation are Bucky Bleichert and Lee Blanchard: Warrants Squad cops, friends and enemies in love with
the same woman. But they're both obsessed with dahlia being driven by darkness, knowing everything about her life, catching her killer and taking her even in death. Their quest will lead to a hell of a journey through the heart of post-war Hollywood, to the core of the dead girl's twisted life, an area of total madness that has passed over their souls. With the no-punches-edited style that has become the trademark of a James Ellroy novel, this brilliant and feroomary original author has
launched a roller-coaster ride reader on a roller-coaster ride in the 40s L.A. cop.#James_Ellroy@original_books #english@original_books:#modern@original_books Jamie McGuire is a good girl in The Beautiful Disaster New Abby Abernathy. She doesn't drink, she doesn't swear, and she's got a cardigan on the proper percentage in her wardrobe. Abby believes there's enough distance between her past and the darkness, but when her best friend comes to college with America, her path
to a new beginning is quickly questioned by East University's Walking One-Night Stand. Travis Maddox, lean, trimmed, and covered in tattoos, is exactly what Abby needs and wants- to avoid. He spends his nights making money in a floating fighting ring. Intrigued by abby's resistance to her charms, Travis put her into her daily life with a simple bet. If he loses, he should stay away for a month. If Abby loses, she has to live in Travis' apartment. same amount. Either way, Travis's
match.#Jamie_McGuire@original_books #english@original_books #english:#novel@original_books George Bernard Shaw Pygmalion and Three Other PlaysPygmalion and Three Other Plays, George Bernard Shaw's Pygmalion and Three Other Plays is part of the Barnes &amp; Noble Classics series and offers quality prints at affordable prices to students and general readers, including new scholarships, thoughtful design and pages of carefully craftsmen. Here are some of the
highlights of Barnes &amp; Noble Classics:Näytğkokonaan... All versions are beautifully designed and printed on superior features; some of them include illustrations of historical interest. Barnes &amp; Noble Classics has a number of biographical, historical and literary influences to enrich every reader's understanding of these enduring works. Described by one critic as a jokes-filled Tolstoy, George Bernard Shaw was the most important British playwright since the seventeenth century.
Pygmalion continues to be his most beloved play, becoming a classic film - best screenplay shaw won an Academy Award - and follows the adventures of phonetic professor Henry Higgins as the very popular musical My Fair Lady.Pygmalion tries to transform it into a refined lady of cockney flower girl Eliza Doolittle. The scene, in which Eliza appears in high society with the right accent but has no concept of polite speech, is considered one of the funniest scenes in British drama. Like
most of Shaw's work, Pygmalion wins over viewers with wit, a strained morality and an innate understanding of human relationships. This volume also includes Major Barbara, who attacked both capitalism and charities, the sharp-eyed examination of medical ethics and mis practice, and Heartbreak House, which uncovered the spiritual bankruptcy of the generation responsible for the bloodshed of I.John A. Bertolini. Bernard Shaw's Playwright's Own, hitchcock and articles on British and
American dramatists have progressed. Bertolini also wrote the introduction and notes of the Barnes &amp; Noble Classics edition of Shaw's Man and Superman and Three Other Plays.#George_Bernard_Shaw@original_books #english@original_books یанр:#classic@original_books Ben Aaronovitch Rivers of London. My name was Peter Grant, and until January I was just a parole officer in this powerful army for all the right-thinking people known as the Metropolitan Police Force (as
filth to everyone others). Näytäkokonaan... My only concern in life was how to avoid transfer to the Case Progress Unit - we don't have to do much paperwork on real copper-and finding a way Ugly spoiled WPC Leslie May into panties. Then one night, in pursuit of a murder investigation, I tried to get a witness statement from someone who had died but was disturbingly talkative, and it caught the attention of the last wizard in England, Inspector Nightingale. Now a Detective Constable
and trainee magician, the first apprentice in fifty years, and my world has become a little more complicated: Purley negotiated a truce between vampires' nests, the warring god and the goddess of the Thames, and the excasing of the Covent Garden grave ... And there's something rotting in the heart of the city I love, an abusive vengeance spirit that takes ordinary Londoners and turns them into ridiculous mannequins to bring out the drama of violence and despair. The spirit of rebellion
and rebellion awakened in the city, and it falls to me to bring order from the chaos - or die while trying. #Ben_Aaronovitch@original_books #english@original_books #fantastic@original_books #modern@original_books William Somerset Maugham The Razor's Edge Larry Darrell is a young American in absolute quest. The progress of his spiritual odyssey includes him with some of Maugham's brightest characters - his fiancée Isabel, who has lifelong echoes of the choice between love
and wealth, and Elliott Templeton, his uncle, a classic expatriate snob. The most assertive of Maugham's novels, this is where Maugham plays a role in navigating inside and outside the story, observing that his characters are struggling with their fate.#Somerset_Maugham@original_books #english@original_books #novel Page 8iba Archld Gracie Titanic Here is the surviving vivid account of history's greatest maritime disaster. Do not obtain the information contained in Gracie's account
from any other source. It details these final moments, including the names of passengers pulled out of the ocean and the names of these men who jumped into lifeboats in a panic and increased injuries and life-threatening injuries. Walter Lord, author of 'A Night to Remember', says Gracie's book - written shortly before she died because she was exposed that night - is invaluable to chase which boat she boarded. #english@original_books #historic #novel@original_books Worth Jennifer
The Midwife Trilogy: The Drama of Life in Post-War London Is the basis for Jennifer Worth's new york times bestselling memoir and the PBS series Call the Midwife. When 22-year-old Jennifer Worth, raising a relaxed middle class, went to work as a midwife in the dirtiest part of post-war London, she gave birth to just hundreds of babies and touched many lives, she was also the most vibrant historian in the neighborhood. Näytäkokonaan... Woven Worth the ongoing stories of his life in
the East End is a Dickensian institution that disrupted the mid-twentieth century, true stories of people who grew up in the dingy workhouse. The orphaned brother and sister Peggy and Frank lived in the workhouse until Frank was released and returned to save his sister. Bubbly Jane's soul was broken years later by the cruelty of the workhouse master until he found kindness and romance at Nonnatus House. Mr. Collett, a Boer War veteran, lost his family in two world wars and died in
his workhouse. While these are stories of unigested challenges, what shines in each is the resilience of the human spirit and the strength, courage and humour of people determined to build a future for themselves against hardship. This literary nonfiction is a permanent work, once warm-hearted from-age story and an astonishing look at the lives of people in the poorest part of post-war London.#english@original_books@original_#biography books@original_books Дом #memories ны,
ояеннс вы детстве, яитала на русском, к солыынскодо не янаы, но если ыыыла на исданском - дояита ыы с удоволствием. When Dan Brown digital castle encounters a mysterious code that the NSA cannot crack an invincible code-breaking machine, the agency's chief cryptography, Susan Fletcher, is called a brilliant and beautiful mathematician. What he's uncovering is sending shockwaves through the corridors of power. NSA being held hostage ... Not with guns or bombs, but
with such ingeniously complex code. Caught in an accelerating storm of secrecy and lies, Susan Fletcher is fighting to save the agency she believes in. Betrayed in every way, he finds himself fighting not only for his country, but for his life and finally for the life of the man he loves. #english@original_books #science_fantastic@original_books У Ддна Драуна все книди ояены яаяватываیие!! Miller Walter Cántico a San LeibowitzDespués de la hecatombe nuclear hand Venerable
Leibowitz, muerto seiscientos años antes, va a ser canonizado. De la antigua civilización no quedan otros vestigios que los conservados por la Orden Albertiana, cuyos monjes consumen sus vida en la interminable tarea de iluminar e interpretar las obras del Venerable para conconstruir sobrelli para conconstruir sobre ellas el mundo tal como fue. Son muchos los misterios que perduran. Por ejemplo, el documento que consent: Libra de pastrani, lata de kraut, traer a casa para Emma.
Es un conundrum. Pero los monjes saben que la luz se hará algún día y que, con ella, la antigua cultura retornará. ¿Ridículo? ¿Grotesco? Bien, si nuestro civilizado y orgulloso mundo sucumbe día ante una catástrofe de proporciones millones de veces superiores a las del hundimiento del mundo clásico, ¿qué ocurrirá? ¿Qué quedará de nuestra civilización? ¿Cómo y por quién serán conservados, interpretados y aprovechados los vestigios tecnológicos que heredarán los hombres del
mañana?#spain@original_books Tанр:#scince_fantastic@original_books ну, на исданском - то никак не оридинал, а ууее деревод Яитала в оридинале и на русском. Могла бы купить еще украинский перевод, но не считаю нужным. А на испанском не читала. ИМХО, если бы на обложке не стояло имя Роулинг, я бы эту книгу и в руки не взяла. Чернуха. Näytäseuraavat kommentit Victor Hugo Le Dernier Jour D'un CondamneHugo ne donne pas son nom, ne dit presque
rien sur son pass, ni pourquoi cet homme est emprisonne. Peu imports! Ce texte est un plaidoyer contre la peine de mort, contre toutes les peines de mort, il n'a pour objet que cette mort qui apparatus dans toute son horreur inouee et impensable, dance son inhuman intrinseque. Ce condamne «anonyme», n'est personne, et donc tout le monde, et nous vivons sa peur et son Enfer.#france@original_books #classic #novel@original_books George Bernard Shaw Pygmalion and Three
Other PlaysPygmalion and Three Other Plays are part of the Barnes &amp; Noble Classics series, which offers quality prints at affordable prices for students and general readers, including new scholarships, thoughtful design and carefully crafted craft pages by George Bernard Shaw. Näytäkokonaan... Some of the highlights of Barnes &amp; Noble Classics include: All versions are beautifully designed and printed according to superior features; some of them include illustrations of
historical interest. Barnes &amp; Noble Classics has a number of biographical, historical and literary influences to enrich every reader's understanding of these enduring works. Described by one critic as a jokes-filled Tolstoy, George Bernard Shaw was the most important British playwright since the seventeenth century. Pygmalion continues to be his most beloved play, both into a classic film - in which Shaw won an Academy Award for best screenplay - and the very popular musical My
Fair Lady. Pygmalion follows the adventures of phonetic professor Henry Higgins as he tries to transform cockney flower girl Eliza Doolittle into an elegant lady. The scene, in which Eliza appears in high society with the right accent but has no concept of polite speech, is considered one of the funniest scenes in British drama. Like most of Shaw's work, Pygmalion wins over viewers with wit, a nervous morality and an innate one human relationships. This volume also includes Major
Barbara, who attacked both capitalism and charities, doctor's double-eyed examination of medical ethics and mis-practice, and Heartbreak House, a Professor of Liberal Arts at Middlebury College, where John A. Bertolini Ellis I taught dramatic literature, Shakespeare and film. Bernard Shaw's Playwright's Own, hitchcock and articles on British and American dramatists have progressed. Bertolini also plays Shaw's Man and Superman and Three Other Plays.#english@original_books
#classic #novel@original_books Дородие уяа и дости странияки!Одромнаы дросыа - доыяуыесеси!Одромнаы дросыа - доыяуыесе доыалуыста, доиском самостоытелыно.Он достуден до ссылке: ... Если названия указывать правильно - большинство книг здесь находится, как показывает опыт:)Если книга не нашлась - вы можете оставить заявку на добавление здесь: �чень просим не публиковать просьбы о добавлении какой-либо книги в комментариях и
других темах - мы их можем просто не заметить.Спасибо за понимание!P.S. Напоминаем вам, что любые ссылки, выходящие за пределы этой страницы - запрещены! Rassel Urania returns to heaven's sentinels With Cosmic Space and Humanity Guards ofEric Frank Russell now spreading across the Galaxy. This is a novel of enigmatic sidereal visions, the unkable existence, of vague threats from the depths of space ignored. Näytäkokonaan... And David Raven's novel, of
course, is the telepathic secret agent of the Planetary Triad, and the beautiful Leina. The couple, among many other things, have a supernatural secret in common; And thanks to the extraordinary powers he has, he's looking out for human beings. I'm David and Leina, the guards of Heaven. Together, they look up at the sky, vigilant, lurking, skyrocketing. The great group of the Milky Way throbbs over its leaders, in the shadows, who knows where, the terrifying threat of Deneb's
spaceships is emerging. For many generations now, the human race colonizing planets has been exposed to insidious cosmic radiation; new species and mutants peep giving kökeni bir new human races. With this novel, E.F. Russell has been able to narrate the sidereal epic of a future that could also be true...#italian@original_books Iанр:#fantastic@original_books Mancinelli Laura The twelve abbots dilapidated between history and invention in a Middle Ages that seems true, three
novels by Laura Mancinelli are collected here in a single volume, in which the author arrives at a fantastic and affectionately ironic vision of medieval tradition and society: The twelve abbots of Challant, güvercin, in a setting of worldly and gaudy irony, twelve monks are commissioned to guard a feudal lord who inherits a castle with the clause of mantener faith in an evil obligation of chastity; The miracle of Santa Odilia, an image of life that asserts itself in a religious key, but not
transcendent, through the story of two Odilies: the first devoted and pious, the second young and beautiful; and finally, the ideal conclusion of this ideal metaphor, The eyes of the emperor, güvercin a Piedmontese countess, a knight-musico-poet and emperor Frederick II, now close to death, participate in a fascinating journey of adventures and feelings, which is also a interweaving of enthusiasm, resignation and sense of destiny.#italian@original_books #detective
анр:#historic@original_books #detective@original_books Finally some books in Italian! Thank you!!!!! Sayfa 9 Jerome David Salinger - çavdar catcher çavdar catcher olarak 1951 yılında yaptığı ilk bu yana, Holden Caulfield ile eşanlamlı olmuştur alaycı ergen. Holden, 16 yaşındaki hayatında, hazırlık okulundan atıldıktan hemen sonra, bugün bile sinirli gelen ve bu romanı yasaklı kitap listelerinde tutan bir argoyla birkaç günün hikayesini anlatıyor. Şöyle başlıyor: Eğer gerçekten duymak
istiyorsan, bilmek isteyeceğin ilk şey nerede doğduğum ve çocukluğumun nasıl olduğu, ailemin nasıl işgal edildiği ve beni doğurmadan önce, ve david Copperfield'ın saçmalıkları, ama gerçeği bilmek istiyorsan, ben bu işe girmek istemiyorum. İlk etapta, bu şey beni sıkıyor, ve ikinci sırada, onlar hakkında oldukça kişisel bir şey söylersem ailemin her biri yaklaşık iki kanama olurdu. Öğretmenlerden sahtekarlara kadar karşılaştıkları şeyler hakkında sürekli alaycı gözlemleri (tabii ki ikisi
birbirini dışlayan değildir) yabancılaşmanın ebedi ergenlik deneyiminin özünü yakalar. Замечательная книга! Одна из моих самых любимых! :) BU KİTABI ÇOK SEVİYORUM... Имхо, очередная дурацкая книга, выдаваемая за шедевр. Богатенький мальчик крутых родителей страдает фигнёй на протяжении всей книги, всё это пафосными философскими размышлениями. + к концу от сленга уже воротит. Näytäseuraavat kommentit Arthur Golden Memoirs of a Geyisha
does not mean the word geisha because, according to Arthur Golden's absorbing debut novel, westerners ignorantly assume that they mean artisans or artists. To capture the geisha experience in the art of fiction, Golden received as long and hard training as any geisha who had to master the art of music, dance, clever talk, a war of cunning with competing beauties, and the cunning seduction of wealthy clients. After receiving a diploma in Japanese art and history from Harvard and
Columbia, and after a master's degree in English, he met a famous businessman in Tokyo and a man who was the illegitimate child of a geisha. This meeting inspired Gold to spend 10 years researching every detail of geisha culture, especially relying on geisha Mineko Iwasaki, who spent years captivating nicholas sparks so rich and famous.#english@original_books - A Walk to RememberThere was a time when the world was sweet.... When women in Beaufort, North Carolina, wear
dresses and men wear hats.... Every April, when the wind smells both sea and lilac, Landon Carter remembers his senior year at Beaufort High School, 1958. Landon dated one or two girls and even swore he was in love once. Certainly the last person he thought he would fall in love with was Jamie, the shy, almost spiritual daughter of the city's Baptist minister.... Jamie was destined to show him the depths of the human heart and the joy and pain of living. The inspiration for this novel
came from Nicholas Sparks' sister: her life and her courage. From international bestselling author Nicholas Sparks, comes his most poignant story yet....#english@original_books Archibald Gracie - titanichere is a survivor's live account of the greatest maritime disaster in history. Do not obtain the information contained in Gracie's account from any other source. It details these final moments, including the names of passengers pulled out of the ocean and the names of these men who
jumped into lifeboats in a panic and increased injuries and life-threatening injuries. Walter Lord, author of A Night to Remember. Gracie's comments shortly before she died because she was exposed that night are invaluable to chase who boarded which boat, and gracie is a tireless detective.#english@original_books Paulo Coelho - Onze minutosOnze Minutos é uma obra de Paulo Coelho que conta a história de uma mulher chamada Maria que morava em uma pequena cidade e um
dia recebe uma oferta que não poderia recusar.e aceitae acaba indo à Suíça trabalhar numa boate mas desiste disso,e para ganhar sustento trabalha como prostituta,Näytğkokonaan... Paulo Coelho - Onze minutosOnze Minutos é uma obra de The rabbit, who tells the story of a woman named Maria, who lives in a small town, admits she can't refuse and gets an offer to go to Switzerland and work in a nightclub but gives up on her and, to make a living as one, reinvents a love she once
thought she had lost. The book intersperses Maria's routine with dialogues and a diario trexos written by her. In which he collapsed, he talks about his notion of love, daily at the club, encounters as s. For a while she comes to think that she is able to live without love, until she realizes that without love she has become an empty person, and at the moment she meets a Swiss painter and begins to fall in love, and without love we begin to realize that we are nothing but sad and uncertain.
The time he expects to stay in Switzerland is over, so it's time to go back to Brazil, home and family. But the painter he falls in love with and makes love to, after a long period of time, finds him at the airport and decides to give himself to this love.the intependente of the future waiting for a marriage to fall into monotony, or the magic of living with two children, love.#Portuguese@original_books Вера, Историы девуки-дроститутки,котораы до мере досудлениы соыытиы веяны делает
какие-то выоды.Но, естественно,яияны еы меныетсы досле тодо, как она встреяает муяину. Дария, спасибо, стоит почитать. Matthew Quick - The Silver Linings Playbook His fascinating debut novel about love, madness and Kenny G.The Silver Linings Playbook is a rebellious and poignant story of how a man relies on his memory and copes with the magnitude of his wife's betrayal. Näytäkokonaan... Pat Peoples formulates a theory about silver linings during his years in a
neural health facility: he believes that his life is a God-produced film, that his mission is to be physically fit and emotionally supportive, and that his happy end will be the return of his wife Nikki, with which he lives apart. When Pat goes to live with his parents, everything seems to have changed: no one will talk to him about Nikki; with old friends and families; Philadelphia Eagles continue to lose, making their father pessimistic; and the new therapist seems to be proposing adultery as a
form of therapy. Pat's tragic widow and clinically depressed Tiffany meets, she offers to act as a liaison between him and his wife, only to agree to perform at this year's Dance Away Depression competition, if he will give up watching football, and promise to tell anyone about their contract. All this time, Pat's been looking. silver lining. In this brilliantly written debut novel, Matthew Quick pat takes us into his mind, subtly showing us the world from his twisted but dorable perspective. The
result is a touching and funny story that helps us look at both depression and love in a wonderfully refreshing way.#english@original_books Joanne Harris - RunemarksSeven on a Monday morning, five hundred years later at the end of the world, and the goblins had been back in the cellar... No one's going to admit you're a genie. In Maddy Smith's world, the rules of order. Chaos, ancient gods, fairies, goblins, magic, charm - all this was supposedly defeated centuries ago. But Maddy
knows a little spell survived. The ruin he was born with in the palm of his hand proves it and spurs other villagers to fear that he is a witch (though the goblins in the cellar help him deal with his problem). But the mysterious traveler One-Eye sees Maddy's mark not as a flaw, but as a fate. And Maddy must scrap every of the forbidden magic One-Eye she can teach her to survive fate.#original_books_english #original_books_modern#original_books_novel Elizabeth Gilbert - Eat, Pray,
LoveThis beautifully written, heartfelt memoir touched a nerve among readers and commentators as well. Elizabeth Gilbert tells me that she made the difficult choice to leave behind all the trapess of modern American success (marriage, home in the country, career) and find, instead, what she really wants from life. Set out for a year to study three different aspects of nature across three different cultures, Gilbert explored the art of pleasure in Italy and the art of devotion in India, and then
a balance between the two on the Indonesian island of Bali. Enthusiastic and vulgar turns, this wise and funny writer (the hip, yoga-practicing, footloose younger sister of Anne Lamott who calls Booklist) is yet more adoring fans.#original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_novel Page 10 Joanne Rowling - Harry Potter and harry potter's sixth year of Hybrid PrinceIt at Hogwarts School witchcraft and witchcraft. As Voldemort's sinister powers conciergize and the spirit
of gloom and fear sweeps the earth, it becomes even clearer that Harry will soon have to face his fate. But against the challenges? In her darkest and most breathtaking adventure yet, JK Rowling deftly begins to unravel the complex web she weaves, as we discover more of the truth about Harry, Dumbledore, Snape and, of course, Who She Shouldn't Be Named... #original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_fantasy Jodi Picoult - Daughter of My Sister KeeperSara
Fitzgerald Kate when she was diagnosed with a rare form of leukemia when she was just two years old. Shocked by this helpless shock, Sara knows she'll do anything - whatever it takes. To save your child. Then the test results come over and over again to show that no one in her family is going to match Kate. If they're going to find a donor for the important bone marrow transplant she needs, there's only one option: to create another baby specifically designed to save her sister. Seems
like the ideal solution for Sara. Kate not only is living, but she also has a beautiful new daughter. Until Anna gave Sara the papers that would rock the whole world. Because, at the age of thirteen, Anna decided she didn't want to help Kate live any more. She is suing her parents for the rights of her own body.#original_books_english #original_books_modern#original_books_novel Philip Pullman - Golden CompassLyra Belaqua content to run wild among jordan college academics,
alongside her daemon-familiar Pantalaimon all the time. But the arrival of his terrible uncle Lord Asriel pulls him into the heart of a terrible struggle - a struggle born of Gobblers and stolen children, witch clans and armored bears. And he never suspects the shocking truth as he hurtles towards the danger of the cold, distant North, young Lyra: He is desir able to win alone, Or lose, this is his fifth year of more-#original_books_english#original_books_modern #original_books_novel Joanne
Rowling - Harry Potter and Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizarding approaches, 15-year-old Harry Potter in full-on adolescence, complete with regular bursts of anger, anger, almost debilitating crush and a strong sense of rebellion blooming. Näytäkokonaan... It's been another frustrating and boring summer with the vile Dursleys, this time with the least contact from our hero non-Muggle friends from school. Harry feels particularly frustrated
by the lack of news from the magical world, wondering when the freshly revived evil Lord Voldemort will strike. Returning to Hogwarts will be a relief... Or is it going to happen? The five books in JK Rowling's Harry Potter series follow the darkest year for our young wizard, who found himself knocked over by one or three pegs after last year's events. Over the summer, gossip (usually the magic world's newspaper, the Daily Prophet) turned Harry's tragic and heroic encounter with
Voldemort back into an excuse for mocking the magic world's newspaper, the Daily Prophet) and discounting the youngster. Even the school's principal, Professor Dumbledore, has come under scrutiny from the Ministry of Magic, which has refused to formally accept the terrible truth: Voldemort is back. Enter a particularly abhorrent new character: frog-like and simpering (both, as well) Dolores Umbridge, senior undersecretary of the Minister of Magic who takes over the vacant position of
defense against the Dark Arts teacher- and never succeeds in being a lover of the high inquisition Life doesn't get any easier for Harry Potter. With an overwhelming course load in preparation for the fifth-year exams, devastating changes to the Gryffindor Quidditch team line-up, vivid dreams about long corridors and closed doors, and the increasing pain of his lightning-shaped wound, Harry's resilience is fiercely tested.#original_books_english #original_books_modern
#original_books_fantasy Cormac McCarthy - RoadRoman Cormac McCarthy - is one of the most interesting contemporary American writers who continue the traditions of Ernest Hemingway and Saul bellows in the opinion of critics. According to him the film, which premiered in The American on November 14, 2008, and the world on November 26 (he has already held in Russia with the release of the edition of this topic). The film, however, will carry its name on our screens «Way»
probably great «Dear» to avoid confusion with Federico Fellini. Dear novel in the magazine - think of the translator and editor fit for more meaning in this name. Not accidentally reads the original Way, not the Road: all the action is going somewhere (most likely, everywhere) leading to wandering or different characters to go, and each one has its own way, but combining it that way.#original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_novel William Somerset Maugham Human Bondage Of Human Bondage (1915) is a novel by Maugham in W. Somerset. MaughamThis is a novel, although it is autobiographical, not autobiographical, although it is more of a pure invention, it is generally considered to be his masterpiece and a powerful autobiographical in nature. Maugham, who initially planned to name her novel Beauty from the Ashes, finally settled on a title from Spinoza's Book of Ethics.Näytğkokokonaan... The book begins with the death of the mother
of nine-year-old hero Philip Carey. Philip's father died a few months ago, and orphan Philip was sent to live with his aunt and uncle. His uncle is the pastor of Blackstable, a small village in East Anglia. Philip inherits a small fortune, but the money is kept in custody by his uncle until he is twenty-one, and gives his uncle great power until he reaches maturity. The first episodes are about Philip's experience in the vicary. She tries to be a mother to her aunt Philip, but she is childless and not
sure how to behave, whereas her uncle takes a cold stand against her. Philip's uncle has an eclectic collection of books, and while Philip reads, he finds a way to escape his ordinary existence and experience fascinating worlds of fiction.#original_books_english#original_books_classic#original_books_novel Terry Pratchett, Stephen Baxter - The Long EarthThe possibilities are endless. (Just be careful what you want...) 1916: West Private Percy Blakeney is waking up. Fresh spring lies

on herbs. He can hear bird inging and wind in the leaves. Where did the mud, blood and exploding land go? For that matter, where did Percy go?2015: Madison, Wisconsin. Police officer Monica Jansson is investigating a reclusive burnt-out house - some say crazy, others claim dangerous - scientist who appears to have disappeared. Sifting through the debris, Jansson find a curious gadget: a box containing some basic wiring, a three-way switch, and ... It's a potato. It's a prototype of
an invention that will forever change man's view of the world. The first novel in an exciting new collaboration between Discworld creator Terry Pratchett and acclaimed SF writer Stephen Baxter, Long World carries readers to the end of the world - and far beyond. All it takes is one step...#original_books_english#original_books_modern#original_books_novel#original_books_novel дерерыл, а она-то вот :) Joanne Harris - Sleep, Pale SisterHenry Chester, an oppressive and bigoted
Victorian artist, is in search of the perfect model. Nine-year-old Effie finds him. Ten years later, beautiful, childish and calmed down, Effie seems like the ideal wife. But something's about to wake up inside. Drawn into a dangerous underworld of intrigue and blackmail by his lover Mose, he meets Fanny Miller, brothel keeper and his shadowy daughter Marta - killed ten years ago on the day of Henry's weekly visit... And as friendship is captured and Henry's secret past is revealed, Effie
and Marta plan their revenge together.#original_books_english#original_books_modern#original_books_novel Joanne Harris - reinvents herself as Soeur Auguste in the remote monastery of Sainte Marie-de-la-Mer, sheltering her young daughter Fleur by Holy FoolsForced. But times are changing: the murder of Henri IV becomes the catalyst for the great uprising in France. A new appointment is made and Juliette's new life begins to unravel. For the new Abbess, Isabelle is the elevenyear-old child of a corrupt, noble family. To make matters worse, Isabelle brought with her a ghost from Juliette's past, disguised as a cleric, a man she had every reason to fear ... #original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_novel Khaled Hosseini - A Thousand Splendid SunsA Thousand Splendid Suns a breathtaking story set against the volatile events of Afghanistan's last three decades, for the post-Taliban Taliban reign, that puts faith in violence, fear, hope and
sincere country, this sincere country. Two generations of these characters are brought together by the tragic sweep of a story-shattering battle, where they find their personal lives, the struggle for survival, raising a family, it is inseparable from the history that plays around them. Driven by the same storytelling instinct that made Kite Runner a beloved classic, A Thousand Splendid Suns is a remarkable chronicle of three decades of Afghan history at a time and a deeply moving account of
family and friendship. It's an unforgiving time, an unexpected friendship and an indestructible love, a stunning achievement.#original_books_english #original_books_modern#original_books_novel William Somerset Maugham - The Moon and SixpenceThe Moon and Sixpence's stunning, heartbreaking novel, a fictional biography of artist Paul Gauguin. Gauguin deserts his wife and children to become stand-in character Charles Strickland, a painter. In Paris, he is indifferent to the
friendship offered by dirk stroeve, an artist friend. Strickland devastates those around him by running away with Stoeve's wife Blanche, who falls in love with him. In reality, there is no benefit to Blanche, except as a model for a picture, and upon completion of the painting, he also abandons it.#original_books_english #original_books_classic#original_books_novel Jonathan Stroud - SolomonBartimaeus Ring, everyone's favorite (wise-cracking) djinni, back in this best-selling series of book
four, is now available in paperback. Bartimaeus served hundreds of magicians during his 5,010-year career. Now fans can go back in time with the jinn, Jerusalem and King Solomon's court in 950 BC. Just in this adventure, the great Bartimaeus seems to have finally met his match. She'll have to deal with an unpleasant master and her sinister maid, and she runs into just one point of trouble with King Solomon's magic ring... #original_books_english #original_books_classic
#original_books_novel Cecelia Ahern - if she could see me nowElizabeth Egan is too busy for friends. It is made to count every precious moment, as a reluctant mother to her sister Saoirse's young son Luke, and for her own business. But with Saoirse in and out of their lives, Luke and Elizabeth, who left both their sister and son reeling, desperately need magic. Näytäkokonaan... Get Ivan in. Wild, spontaneous and always seeking adventure, Ivan changed Elizabeth the way she never
imagined. But is Ivan too good to be true? Elizabeth opened her heart to risk breaking again? As for Ivan, I thought he was there to help Elizabeth, not Luke - or herself.#original_books_english#original_books_modern#original_books_novel Книди на самом деле дросто ууасные! И если после прочтения и складывается какая-то цельная картинка, то сам процесс чтения просто невыносим. ли язык такой, то ли подача. Не знаю, но я тоже на книге 3-4 сдохла. а сумерки на
английском есть где - нибудь ???? Dan Brown - When digital castle encounters a mysterious code that the National Security Agency cannot crack an invincible code-cracking machine, the agency calls its chief cryptography, Susan Fletcher, a brilliant, beautiful mathematician. What he's uncovering is sending shockwaves through the corridors of power. The NSA isn't being held hostage by weapons or bombs, it's being held hostage with a code complicated enough to release. Caught
in an accelerating storm of secrecy and lies, Fletcher fights to save the agency he believes in. Betrayed on all sides, he finds himself not only fighting for his country but tor his life, and in the end, tor the life of the man he loves... #original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_novel Page 11 Jerome Salinger - The Catcher Rye is a cynical adolescent who has been synonymous with Catcher in the Rye, Holden Caulfield since his debut in 1951. Holden tells the story of
several days in his 16-year-old life, just after he was kicked out of prep school, with a slang that even today comes edgy and keeps this novel on banned book lists. It starts out like this: If you really want to hear it, the first thing you want to know is where I was born and what my childhood was like, how my family was invaded and before she gave birth to me, and david copperfield's, but if you want to know the truth, I don't want to get into this. In the first place, this thing bothers me, and in
the second row, if I said something quite personal about them, my family would have about two hemorrhas each. His constant sarcastic observations about what they encounter, from teachers to impostors (of course the two are not mutually excluded) capture the essence of the eternal adolescence experience of alienation. #original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_fantasy Khaled Hosseini - Kite Runner An unforgettable, heartbreaking story of the possible
friendship between a rich boy and his father's servant son, Kite Runner is a beautifully crafted novel that is in the process of disappearing. It's about the power of reading, the price of betrayal and the possibility of redemption. And it's also about the power of fathers over their sons - their love, their sacrifice, their lies. Kite Runner, the first Afghan novel written in English, brings to mind the great canvases of the Russian writers of the nineteenth century, telling a broad story of family, love
and friendship against a historical backdrop not previously told in fiction. But as old-fashioned in his narrative, his contemporary – The devastating history of Afghanistan over the past three decades. Gripping as it is emotionally sensitive, Kite Runner is an unusual and powerful debut. #original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_novel Anna Gavalda - Je l'aimaisParce que sa belle-fille est malheureuse, Pierre Dippel, soixante-cinq ans, l'emmene la campagne.
Parce qu'elle ne se nourrit plus, il décide de faire la cuisine. Parce qu'elle n'arr te pas de pleurer, il va chercher du bon vin a la cave. Il s'assoit c'été d'elle et pour la premi re fois, il parle. De lui, when? De sa vie. Ou plut t de ce qu'il n'a pas vécu. Cette histoire est donc la confession d'un homme dans une cuisine. A n'a l'air de rien et pourtant, comme toujours avec Gavalda, tout est l. Nos doutes, notre ironie et notre tendresse, le tapage de nos souvenirs et la vie comme elle va...
#original_books_french #original_books_ modern #original_books_novel Stefan Zweig - Impatience of the HeartStefan Zweig by just about his novel 'two pities': real, &gt;Patiently and with permanence, everything&lt; and just your heart &gt; impatiently &lt; trying to get rid of the shameful affrehon of a strange misfortune as quickly as possible&lt;. Näytäkokonaan... In the summer of 1914, young lieutenant Hofmiller lies in a small Hungarian town in Garrison. finds himself paralyzed&lt;
&gt;. On a watch of cowardice, he immerses himself in publicly denying his engagement. Why this means suicide to him, he wants compensation for his moral breakdown, but the intervention of a top obtains his transfer. He wants to renew his bond with Edith, free of emotional shock, but his girlfriend's free death comes before him. #original_books_german #original_books_modern #original_books_ novel Cecelia Ahern - Love, Rosie (Where the Rainbow Ends)Rosie and Alex took the
trail of emails, letters, notes and missed opportunities, while readers across the country enjoyed the book by transferring it to friends and recommending it to strangers. Now paperless, this delightful story will captivate more readers, everything is coming #original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_novel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . for all the fibres as книги, не цепляет, но интересно... (а вдруг в оригинале круче читается (так нередко бывает), надо попробовать) Я тоже читал перевод, мне порекомендовали, но я её не понял и отложил. Так и леیит Näytäseuraavat kommentit Joanne Harris - Chocolat Laura Esquivel illuminates Peter Mayle's Southern France with a touch
of magical realism, a timeless novel awakening to the joy and lust of a straitlaced village in Chocolat. Little Lansquenet, nothing much has changed in a hundred years, comes from beautiful newade Vianne Rocher and her elegant chocolate shop and instantly begins to play havoc with Lenten's vows. Each box of sweet bonbons comes with a free gift: vianne's recipient's particular displeasure and enigmatic perception of smart, caring treatment for them. A witch? Soon the church doesn't
care anymore, as it abandons itself in a dramatic face-off between temptation, happiness and Easter seriousness and a chocolate festival pagan gaiety. Chocolat offers a description of chocolate melting in the mouths of chocoholics, francophiles, seat gourmets, cookbook readers and passion lovers everywhere on every page. This is a must for anyone who wants to read an escapist, and it is a fascinating gift for any holiday. #original_books_english #original_books_modern
#original_books_novel Воямоыно мне не надо дыло снаяала смотреты смотреты смотреты, он мне долыые донравилсы, яем книда. Законченный, аккуратный. В книге мне многое осталось непонятный и двояким. на мой вкус немного скучновата... но длы раяноодраяиы мояно дояитаты Victor Hugo - Notre-Dame de Paris Sorti du libre elan mystique, le gothique, comme on Да dit sans le comprendre, est le genre libre. Je dis libre, and non arbitraire. S'il s'en fut tenu au
meme type, s'il rut reste assujetti par l'harmonie geometric, il eut peri de langueur. Comment compter nos belles eglises au ΔIII siecle ? Näytäkokonaan... Je voulais du moins shines de Notre-Dame de Paris. Mais quelqu'un a marque ce monument d'une telle griffe de lion, que personne desormais ne se hasardera d'y toucher. C'est sa desormais chose с est son fief, с est le majorat de Quasimodo. Il bad, a cote de la vieille cathedrale, une cathedrale de poesie, aussi ferme que les
fondements de l'autre, aussi haute que sound tours. Si je regardais cette eglise, ce serait comme livre d'histoire, comme le grand registre des desdenes de la monarchical. La grande et lourde eglise, toute fleurdelysee, appar-tient an Fhistoire plus qua la din. Elle a peu d'elan, peu de ce mouvement d'ascension si frappant dans les de Strasbourg et de Cologne. Les bandes longitudi-nales qui coupent Notre-Dame de Paris arretent Man; ce sont plutot les lignes d'un livre. Cela raconte au
lieu de prier. [...] Notre-Dame de Paris est Д eglise de la monar-chie; Notre-Dame de Reims, celle du sacre. #original_books_french#original_books_classic#original_books_novel додолыые ыы книд на на нраныуяском. Candace Bushnell - Carrie DiariesCarrie Diaries is the age story from one of the most iconic characters of our generation. Before Sex and the City, Carrie Bradshaw was a small-town girl who knew she wanted more. He's ready to start real life, but he has to go through
his so-on-high school first. So far, Carrie and her friends are inseparable. Then Sebastian Kydd shows up, and a friend's betrayal causes him to question everything. Näytäkokonaan... With an unforgettable cast of characters, Carrie Diaries is the story of how an ordinary girl learns to think for herself and how she's changed to a sharp, insightful writer. Readers will learn about her family history, how she found the tone of her writing, and the insite impression that her early friendships and
relationships left her. Through both daring and touching adventures, we'll see what brings Carrie to beloved New York, where her new life begins. #original_books_english #original_books_modern #original_books_novel #original_books_novel
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